SUMMARY
“We asked our agency to help us tell our philosophy of innovation. They
came up with an idea that will help shape the lives of thousands of
Americans.” Ramon Soto, CMO Northwell Health.
This is the story of an extraordinary partnership that began with a simple
brief, but ended with a new product that has the potential to change the
lives of thousands of amputees all over the world.
And it happened because we brought together aerospace engineers,
veteran amputees, a client and brand that is fiercely committed to
making innovation something real, not just a mission statement.
Tasked with communicating Northwell Health’s philosophy of
innovation, we took a journey into culture, medical technologies and
understanding amputees’ challenges to uncover an insight that reframed
the way healthcare behaves, and unlock the potential of 3D printing to
create The Fin: a first-of-its-kind amphibious prosthetic.
We discovered that for amputees, it wasn’t about a missing limb, it was
about missing out on the things they enjoyed doing before their injury. A
need that went beyond the utilitarian and had a tremendous emotional
impact, because these were the things that connected them to others.
As a result, we helped a veteran amputee return to the water to fulfill his
dream of teaching his children to swim, and in the process set the
groundwork to help thousands of others do the same.

A STORY WITH A
FAMILIAR BEGINNING
Northwell Health is the biggest health system in New York, and
they are committed to raising the standard of healthcare through
medical innovations and breakthroughs. However, the category is
saturated with messages that say the same thing, as most health
systems have similar technologies and identical capabilities.
To truly be heard, we needed to do more than simply shout about
our point of difference - we had to show it.

THE CHALLENGE STRATEGY HAD TO SOLVE
“MAKE NORTHWELL FAMOUS FOR ITS INNOVATIONS.”
We were tasked to showcase Northwell’s culture of innovation and establish an
emotional connection with our audience.

OUR STARTING POINT
We came into this challenge with the belief that a rational message focused on a medical
innovation wouldn’t do the job. We had to find an emotional hook that would make this brand
campaign relevant for people.
To overcome this hurdle, we went on a three-step journey to:
- Find the right innovation.
- Find the human challenge that innovation could address.
- Find creative ways to deliver the message.

FINDING THE
PERFECT INNOVATION
The first thing strategy did was search for the perfect innovation to
bring Northwell’s mission to life. We mapped out all the
breakthroughs that were readily available within the Northwell
network and R&D, and narrowed them down to one: 3D printing.
We knew from recent experience that 3D printing was among the
leading technologies inside Northwell, and research had confirmed
that our audiences were familiar with it; it was easy to understand
and a powerful vehicle to express the brand promise.
We were aware 3D printing had been around for a while, meaning
it didn’t sound as innovative as we wanted. We decided that 3D
printing alone wouldn’t tell the innovation story. We had to find
the right challenge, one that had never been addressed before, to
create a 3D-printed solution that could have an immediate impact
and would be easily scalable.

3D PRINTING FOR WHOM?
Northwell serves people from every sector of society, but during our
discovery process we identified an underserved group that stood out from
the rest, for whom we could provide real, demonstrable and meaningful
help, and whom society would rally behind: Veteran amputees.
Culturally, veterans drive high levels of empathy. They are held in high
esteem and generate a strong emotional connection with people, one that
stems from love and respect for what they do.
We learned that 6% of veterans* return from active duty without a limb.
More importantly, the prosthetics they receive don’t address all their needs,
as the prosthetic market is characterized by one-size-fits-all solutions.
Prosthetics fill the physical space that enables basic functionality, but fail to
address the emotional needs that are tied to it.
Northwell has a strong liaison with the veteran community, offering a wide
range of vital health, wellness and workforce resources. We knew serving
this community would have a tremendous social impact and would help
project Northwell innovations in an entirely new and relatable way.
* US Department of Veteran Affairs

* US Department of Veteran Affairs

UNLOCKING OUR INSIGHT
It was only though hours of conversation with veteran amputees
that our guiding insight presented itself. We heard how before
their injury, they enjoyed a rich and active life full of hobbies
and activities. After losing their limb these activities were
simply no longer possible. This had a tremendous impact - one
that hurt them emotionally just as much as physically.
In the end, it was our partnership with Dan Lasko, a veteran
amputee who lost his leg serving in Afghanistan, that unlocked
our challenge.
Dan just wanted to teach his two young kids to swim, but there
were no prosthetics available that could address his specific
needs.

THE BRIEF
We had uncovered a powerful innovation that was meaningful to our audience, an
underserved population for whom we could provide a significant solution, and an
impassioned insight that would resonate with people.
The brief was simple: demonstrate how Northwell lives its philosophy of innovation
to make lives fuller.
But make it personal and do it through Dan – a veteran, a dad, a man who just
wanted to hold both of his sons’ hands and jump into the swimming pool with
them.

IF IT DOESNT EXIST,
LET’S MAKE IT
INTRODUCING THE FIN: THE WORLD’S FIRST
TRULY AMPHIBIOUS PROSTHETIC LEG
We partnered with a prosthetic developer, aerospace engineers and a veteran
amputee, Dan Lasko, to create, develop and test a 3D-printed prosthetic leg
that could later be manufactured for other amputees with similar needs. Dan
wanted to swim with his two kids but as of 2016 no prosthetic allowed for a
seamless transition from land to water. Amputees had to remove or change
their prosthetic to enter the water. Having to do so in the presence of friends,
family and bystanders was upsetting.

SLIP-ON PROSTHETIC ENHANCEMENT
THAT INSTANTLY GRANTS WALKING
PROSTHETICS AMPHIBIOUS CAPABILITIES.

CARBON FIBER, SUITABLE
FOR CHLORINE AND SALT WATER.

CONICALLY SHAPED HOLES
CREATE A NATURAL-FEELING SWIM.

The Fin enables amputees to seamlessly go from land to water, providing
them with a natural-feeling swim and the emotional benefits of societal
reintegration.
OPTIMIZED FOR SLIPPERY
SURFACES AND AQUATIC SETTINGS.

THE FIN

THE CREATIVE ACTIVATION
Planning built a comms plan tailored to get maximum share-ability,
increase reach and optimize our very slim budget. For this, we had to
be smart in how we used their Paid, Owned and Earned media, and
find ways to amplify it.
We kicked off with targeted PR to get the news out and make this a
national story. We created pre-launch buzz with an exclusive frontpage story in The New York Times that was followed by a Facebook
Live event viewed by 164,000 people. Soon after, Fast Company, CNN
and other news channels picked up the story and kept building
momentum.

THE CREATIVE ACTIVATION
Once the story was out, we launched an exceptionally targeted campaign, focused
on specific consumer segments. Paid placements across social media, web banners,
email, print and out-of-home were launched. These were specifically tailored to
target 1) veterans and their families, 2) sports enthusiasts and 3) “chief healthcare
officers” (a.k.a. men/women 25 – 60 YO who oversee their household’s healthcare
decisions). The ads and promoted posts teased the brand and innovation story,
providing a call to action to visit the website hub and view the content we
developed, spanning from a documentary video to The Fin’s features and how it
helped to change the life of a veteran amputee.

FACEBOOK CANVAS
Click on the Phone

THE CREATIVE ACTIVATION
PRINT

(SOME CAMPAIGN ASSETS)

FACEBOOK IMAGE POSTS

FACEBOOK VIDEO POSTS

Click the Play Button

FACEBOOK CAROUSEL

THE CREATIVE ACTIVATION

THE WEBSITE HUB

THE CREATIVE ACTIVATION

THE RETURN DOCUMENTARY

RESULTS
MEDIA RESULTS

BUSINESS RESULTS

The Return generated tremendous earned media coverage. The story was picked up by
various national broadcasts, and print publications, and was shared across social media.
We created a new
product, and in doing
so we developed a new
commercial line for
Northwell.

Fast Company said,

“This groundbreaking
amphibious leg is
actually an ad for
healthcare.”

258MM PR
impressions resulting
in an earned media
value of over

$5MM.

Social conversation
volume around
Northwell Health
increased by 398%
during the campaign (vs.
same period in 2016).

Video content
had total of

+5MM views.

AND MOST IMPORTANTLY,
HUMAN RESULTS
Dan Lasko could return to
the water, and fulfill his
desire to teach his kids how
to swim.
And many more amputees
are already on their way to
returning to the water.

THANK YOU
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